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1. Language and the past 

   Edward Sapir speculated in 1921 that some form of language must have ex-

isted since hominids made their first stone tools. This we now know to date back 

over 2 million years. To fashion a diverse assemblage of tools out of material as 

hard as stone is a development unique to human evolution. It required a mental 

instrument that can manipulate imagery to a degree of precision and complexity 

greater than that achieved by any other species. 
   Taking cue from what we know of primate societies today, it is reasonable to 

believe that the communicative repertoires of bands of Homo erectus were at 

least as great, and that varieties of prelanguage were in use. The repertoires 

probably included both visual signals in terms of facial expressions and bodily 

gestures, and acoustic signals coded in modulations of prosodic features, i.e., the 

pitch, intensity, and quality of the voice. Indeed, all peoples still gesture during 
speech, though to different degrees, and all languages use intonation. 

   The first major threshold toward language was crossed when some early 

hominid realized that these signals produced consistent consequences in the 

hearer even though the physical properties of the signals and the consequences 

are not causally related. We may refer to this threshold as symbolization. Vocal 

signals are more effective than gestural signals since they do not require visual 

contact and hands and feet can be doing other things. 

   Prosodic features used in primate calls are few in number, and they carry 

very low information content per unit time. The next major threshold prelan-

guage crossed was the organization of acoustic signals into chains of syllables, 
which is the invention of segmental phonology. Crossing this threshold eventually 

achieved two critical advantages. One is that it greatly expanded the number of 

unit signals in the repertoire -up to many dozens of distinct segments found in 

some modern languages. This allowed the construction of large vocabularies-to 

include up to thousands of words. The other advantage has to do with the rapid 

rate at which the segments can be emitted, sometimes as many as a dozen seg-

ments per second. These two advantages allowed prelanguage to transcend the 

limitations of our short term memory, and laid the foundation of syntactic organi-
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zation. 

   Since words are emitted one after another in time, the last threshold is to 

invest order with a hierarchic function so that the sequence of words can achieve 

a systematic set of relationships among themselves. As Herbert Simon (1962) ob-

served, hierarchic organization is to be expected with all systems that pass a cer-

tain level of complexity, and language is no exception. True language emerged 

with the invention of syntax (Wang 1997). 

   Speaking in strictly probabilistic terms, it is much more likely that language 

emerged at many different sites, that is, by polygenesis rather than monogenesis 

(Freedman & Wang 1996). This does not preclude the scenario, of course, that at 
some early stage of human evolution all the ancient languages were eliminated 

except for one, and this one language, Proto-Sapiens, is ancestral to all modern 

languages. Indeed, the Out-of-Africa hypothesis of Homo sapiens currently in-

vestigated by anthropologists and geneticists may provide such a scenario. Re-

cent studies with mtDNA and the Y-chromosome all suggest dates under 200,000 

years BP. 
   Recent anatomical findings by Kay et al. (1998) show that hypoglossal canals 

comparable in size to those of modern humans appear in Neanderthals, early 

Homo sapiens and Homo specimens, while Australopithecus africanus pos-

sesses hypoglossal canals in the same relative size range as those of chimps. This 

suggests that fine neurological control over the vocal tract necessary for spoken 

language emerged during a time of major revolutions in hominid adaptive pat-

terns around 500,000 to 100,000 years BP. 

   Other recent evidence suggests that the size of hominid brains increased 

dramatically during that period. We may assume that language was not what 

made modern humans successful, and the critical issue is how language was 

elaborated. Chances are that over these numerous millennia there were many 

false starts which vanished without a trace, and that contact among the early 

hominid tribes both stimulated and enriched the processes of language emer-

gence. 
   Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1989) analyzed 120 non-DNA polymorphisms in 42 in-

digenous populations around the world. The phylogenetic tree constructed for 

these populations shows the first migration to originate from Africa. When they 

compared this tree with a phylogenetic tree of the world's languages, they find 

considerable parallelism between genetic and linguistic evolution. Charles Darwin 

was perhaps the first to connect our biological heritage to language when he 

wrote the following in chapter 14 of his Origin of Species : 
       "If we possessed a perfect pedigree of mankind

, a genealogical arrange-
   ment of the races of man would afford the best classification of the various
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   languages now throughout the world." 

   Given that typically people do pass on both their genes and their language 

to their offspring, we should expect a strong correlation between the two phylo-

genetic systems. However, various factors significantly complicate the picture. It 
appears that a language can transmit any linguistic feature to its neighbors if the 

contact is intense and prolonged enough. Such horizontal transmission can pro-

duce words which are highly hybridized, such that it becomes impossible to iden-

tify their ancestral lineage. It is necessary to sort out similarities due to vertical 

transmission and those due to horizontal transmission. 

   The method of biology and linguistics converge in the use of tree diagrams. 

The first person who suggested the tree as a logically conceivable way of repre-

senting the relationships among animal species was the German naturalist Peter 

Simon Pallas in a book published in 1766. As regards the linguistic tree, Rasmus 

Rask first showed a branching diagram of the so-called Thracian languages group 

in an article in 1819 (Percival 1987). The most influential linguist in this area, 

however, was August Schleicher, who corresponded with Charles Darwin on evo-

lutionary matters. Schleicher's idea of phylogenetic trees was remarkable in that 

they were intended to be additive -that the branch lengths are significant, even 

though he had no recourse to the computational methods to implement the idea. 

This can be seen clearly in his words published in 1876, as quoted in Percival 

(1987, p.8). 
       "Die lange der linen deutet die zeitdauer an

, die entfernung der selben 
   von einander den verwantschaftsgrad." [The length of the lines indicates the 

   amount of time which had elapsed and the distance between them degrees 

   of relationship.] 

   Shortly after Schleicher published his family tree for the Indo-European lan-

guages, which accounted for only vertical transmission of linguistic traits, critical 
voices came to the fore, most notably from J. Schmidt and H. Schuchardt. The 

emphasis of these scholars was on the horizontal transmission. Indeed, the con-

ceptual basis is very much like that of the isolation-by-distance model that ge-

neticists have quantified. This method has been successfully applied to a chain of 

Micronesian islands for estimating linguistic affinity (Cavalli-Sforza & Wang 

1986). Nonetheless, the family tree diagram has remained the dominant model in 

most phylogenetic work both in linguistics and in biology. 

   Glottochronology was developed by Morris Swadesh, who was inspired by 

the method of carbon 14 dating that was invented in chemistry. The fundamental 

idea in glottochronology is that the time depth separating two genetically related 

languages can be estimated by the degree to which they share commonly inher-

ited words. However, it is limited in that it deals with languages one pair at a
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time, thereby missing out on information which can be provided by the large 

number of subgroups in any group. The numerical methods developed in biology 

are much more powerful, such as those by Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards (1967), 

Fitch & Margoliash (1967), and especially Saitou & Nei (1987). Rather than pair-

wise comparisons, these latter methods yield phylogenetic trees which comprise 

the entire group of languages at once, where the branch lengths are additive 

(Wang 1993). 
   The evidence for the genetic affiliation of languages should be cumulative 

rather than any single trait. It is well known that any linguistic trait can be bor-

rowed from one language to another, therefore no single linguistic trait can be 

sufficiently diagnostic of the lineage of languages. Wang (1998a) discusses six 

types of linguistic data: (i) writing, (ii) typological similarity, (iii) vocabulary, (iv) 

sound correspondence, (v) morphology, and (vi) basic words. Of the six types of 

linguistic data, basic words are clearly the most useful. They can be used quanti-

tatively as well for dating language divergence. In the next sections, we will in-

vestigate the origins of Japanese by evaluating the correspondences of the basic 

words of Japanese with Altaic and Austronesian, using the numerical methods 

which produce additive trees.

2. The genetic affiliation of Japanese 

   The problem of the genetic affinity of the Japanese peoples has fascinated 

many for a long time, experts as well as laymen. The intrigue of origins is no 

doubt stimulated in part by the relative remoteness of the island nation. The 

nearest point to the Asian mainland is from northern Kyushu, across a span of 

one hundred some miles of sea to Korea, with two stepping-stone islands in be-

tween. This distance proved a formidable barrier as late as the 13th century, 

when several expeditions by the Chinese navy failed in their attempt to conquer. 

   But water is only there to keep Japan apart during epochs when the planet 

is warm. In early times, when water was locked in icebergs and the seas were 

low, the long archipelago that stretches from Sakhalin in the north to Taiwan in 

the south was merely the eastern coastline of the Asian mainland. In sharp con-

trast with islands of the South Pacific, where settlement is very recent, the is-

lands of Japan show early human activity. 

   The earliest dates of human habitation is very much in dispute, with claims 

of 500,000 BP for stone tools from Kami-Takamori; see Figure 3.8 in Imamuras 

useful overview (1996, p. 28). But 30,000 BP is the date that Imamura chooses to 
"denote the boundary and differences between problematic earlier 

sites and sites 

of the established `Late Paleolithic"' (1996, p. 26). 

   Furthermore, carbon 14 methods point to very early dates for Japanese
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stone tools and pottery. The emergence of pottery may go back earlier than 
12,000 BP, perhaps the earliest in the world. Over this wide panorama of time, 
numerous waves of migration must have taken place, with the peoples sometimes 
replacing one another and other times amalgamating into each other. 

   Imamura provides a chronology of the prehistory of Japan, noting of course 
that exact dates will differ from region to region. The Paleolithic in Japan ended 
around 12,000 years ago with the production of pottery, ushering in the Jomon 

period. The name comes from the highly distinctive cord [Jo-] marking [-mon] 
found on the pottery. Agriculture began around 5th century B.C.E., ushering in 
the Yayoi period with sites of wet-rice paddy-fields, and variety of agricultural 
tools. Here the name comes from the location in Tokyo, where a new type of pot-
tery was first discovered in 1889; see Figure 2.3 in Imamura (1996, p. 14). The 
Yayoi culture did not reach Hokkaido, where Jomon culture persisted till around 
the 7th century. 

   This is also the time when Japan first appeared in Chinese history books. 
The Hanshu, which is a history of the Early Han Dynasty [206 B.C.E. - 23 C.E.], 
refers to Japan as being divided into more than 100 polities. In the year 57 C.E., 
Emperor Guangwu of the Late Han dynasty bestowed a gold seal to one of the 

polities in Japan, bearing the inscription "Han Wa Na King", that was discovered 
in Fukuoka accidentally in 1784; see Figure 14.5 in Imamura (1996, p. 186). 

   The next period is the Kofun, starting around 3rd century of the common 
era. The name means ancient [Ko-] tombs [-fun]. These keyhole shaped tombs are 
found within large mounds distributed all over Japan, but less in Tohoku and not 
in Hokkaido. One of the oldest kofuns, found in the Yamato Basic, is also one of 
the largest, measuring almost 1000 ft long. There is remarkable uniformity among 
these tombs, both in their architecture and in the furnished goods? This uni-
formity and wide distribution of kofuns lead archeologists to conclude that Japan 
had achieved some stage of state formation by that time. 

   The Kofun period ends in the 7th century, with the first historical annals of 
Japan being recorded in Chinese characters. At around the same time, Hokkaido 
entered a period called Satsumon, which literally means "brushed marks". It is 

generally believed that the Satsumon culture of the northeast is ancestral to that 
of the Ainus. It was noted by Yamada, for instance, that many place names in 
northern Tohoku probably originate from the Ainu language (1974). Any re-
search into the origins of the languages and peoples of Japan must take into seri-
ous consideration the fact that Hokkaido in the north and the Ryukyus in the 
south did not merge into the Japanese polity until around the 17th century. 

   Popular accounts of Japan often note that "the origins of their language are 
one of the most disputed questions of linguistics"; see for instance Diamond
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(1998, p. 86). The writing system clearly originated in China, as is shown in the 
term kanji, which means Han characters. According to historical annals, Japanese 

contact with China does not appear to go back more than 2,200 years. The two 

spoken languages are strikingly different in structure, so that very complicated 

syntactic rules had to be devised for reading early Japanese documents written 

in Chinese characters; see Rabinovitch (1996). 

    It is well-known that the Japanese vocabulary consists of numerous words of 

Chinese origins, perhaps as much as one-half, having entered the language in 

several chronological strata. Some of these words entered the language either so 

early or via other Altaic languages that it is difficult to find large sets of sound 

correspondences. This is the case, for instance, with the /n:r/ correspondence . 
Possible examples for this pair are Japanese "soroban" [=abacus] from Chinese 
"suanpan"; Japanese "sara" [=plate] from Chinese "zhan" . Another set of exam-

ples involve the sound /s/, such as in "miso" [=flavoring] from Chinese "wei4"; 
"nashi" [=pear] from Chinese "nai4"; and "tsushi" [=facing , as in the island name, 
Tsushima] from Chinese "dui4"; see Norman (1982, p.243). In these latter exam-

ples, the /s/ has been palatalized into "sh" in some Japanese words; in Chinese, 
the effect of the /s/ is seen in the 4th tone in Chinese. 

   Other words show a correspondence with Chinese that is more transparent. 

Thus the Cantonese word for "writing instrument", /pat/ correlates with both 

Japanese /fude/ and /hitsu/,° with the former having entered Japanese earlier, be-

fore /t/ had evolved into As/. Similarly, Chinese words which begins with /m/ fre-

quently have both m-pronunciations and b-pronunciations, depending on the time 
and place of the borrowing event; e.g., eyebrow is /bi/ and /mi/, rice is /bei/ and / 

mai/, seedling is /byo/ and /myo/, blind is /bo/ and /mo/, and so on. For further 

examples of correspondence, see Wang (1998a, p. 254). 

   However, these words are almost all cultural vocabulary. If we look at the 

basic vocabulary of 100 words, the words of Chinese origin number only six. Be-

cause of the large quantity, many rules of sound correspondence can be discov-

ered correlating them to Chinese forms. The earlier in time we go, of course, the 

fewer words can be discovered to have Chinese origins; see Kamei (1954) and 

Miyake (1997) for a handful of examples. 

   Oftentimes these "kango", literally Han words, exist side by side with a 

deeper stratum of native words, called "wago", though with different shades of 

meaning. Shibatani illustrates this with data reproduced in the following table 

(1987, p. 133):
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Table 1 Words of different strata in Japanese vocabulary

Gloss Wago Kango European

inn 

idea 

acrobat 

detour 

cancellation

yadoya 

omoitsuki 

karuwaza 

mawarimichi 

torikesi

ryokan 

chakuso 

kyokugei 

ukairo 

kaiyaku

hoteru 

aidea 

akurobatto 

baipasu 

kyanseru

   There have been more than half a dozen theories connecting Japanese vari-

ously with Altaic languages, Austronesian languages, Austroasiatic languages, 

Uralic languages, Dravidian languages, etc. The question is not which of these 

languages are related to Japanese, since it may turn out to be the case that all 

modern languages trace back to a single ancestor, according to the Out-of-

African hypothesis. Rather, the question is to discover the hierarchy of mono-

phyletic units to which the Japanese language belongs. 
   Currently, at one end, there are those who continue to regard the Japanese 

language as an isolate, with no close relatives to speak of. At the other end, 

Joseph Greenberg of Stanford University, an eminent linguist, recently includes 

Japanese in his far-flung Eurasiatic family, which also includes Ainu, Korean and 

Altaic as well as Indo-European, Uralic, Eskimo, etc..`' We will consider the rela-

tions of Ainu and Korean to Japanese later in our discussion. The two competing 

proposals with the most notable literature are those connecting Japanese with 
Altaic and Austronesian. For a survey of the earlier work on the Japanese-Altaic 

or the Japanese-Austronesian connection, see Murayama (1979). 

   The work has been done on the Japanese-Altaic relationship by Martin 

(1966), Miller (1971, 1981), and more recently Whitman (1990) and Vovin (1994 
a, 1994b, 1997). Whitman (1990) accounts for the loss of certain consonants 

when these occurred between vowels in pre-Old Japanese. Vovin (1994a, b) ar-

gues against Benedict's Austronesian hypotheses and presents the 100-word 
Swadesh-list for Proto-Japanese [PJ] with all possible Altaic etymologies, and Vo-

vin (1997) accounts for the development of the so-called "pitch accent" in Japa-

nese. 

   Benedict (1990) attempts to establish the Austronesian theory, though he is 

by no means the first to make the attempt. Murayama (1979) advocates the the-

ory of a mixed Altaic-Austronesian origin for Japanese, though he uses the term 

Austronesian substratum. Kawamoto (1978) also believes a mixed Altaic-

Austronesian origin, but he thinks Altaic traits form a substratum. Sakiyama 

(1996) has also presented some lexical evidence showing Austronesian contact 
from the south.
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   Benedict (1990) tries to demonstrate regular phonological correspondences 

between 235 Japanese and Austronesian etymologies, but he does not refer to 

most of the earlier works on the Austsronesian- or Altaic- comparative studies. In 

his review articles (1994a, 1994b), Vovin criticizes Benedict for leaving aside 

Japanese connections with Altaic, and disproves particular etymologies proposed 

by Benedict because of the lack of regularity in phonetic correspondences, the 

abundance of ad hoc reconstructions, existence of lexical ghosts, vague approach 

to semantics, etc. 

   Vovin compiles the 100-word Swadesh-list for PJ and provides it with all 

possible Altaic etymologies based on the regularity of phonetic correspondences 
and identical semantics, and Austronesian etymologies from Benedict's book as 

shown in Appendix A.' If a parallel does not occur in one branch of Altaic or 

Austronesian, or in both, the branch is marked with a dash. Vovin gives the re-

constructions of the corresponding protolanguages, since he believes that the de-

velopment of languages often obscures important phonetic correspondences. He 

disproves the Austronesian etymologies for blood, dog, eye, fire, foot, hair, I, 

tree, water, white provided by Benedict. 

   Vovin criticizes Benedict on the basis of regular phonetic correspondences 

and identical semantics. Vovin does not take semantic change into account, 

which we think is misleading. There are natural tendencies of semantic change, 

and one can search for cognates from the meaning side (Wilkins 1996). But in 

the present study, we adopt both of Benedict's and Vovin's proposals for these 

etymologies at face value, with the lists regarded as showing the maximum that 

the two advocates feel able to claim, and assume that Proto-Japanese [PJ], Proto-

Altaic [PA] and Proto-Austronesian [PAN] are cognates in these words. The cor-

respondences with Austronesian and with Altaic, to the extent that both are 

valid, need to be evaluated and placed in relation to each other. 

3. Analysis by bootstrap 

   From a list in Appendix A, Vovin states that there are considerably more Al-

taic parallels than Austronesian. We can make the following table. In this table, 

Proto-Altaic [PA] and Proto-Austronesian [PAN] cognates mean that a single 

Proto-Japanese item is compared to PA by Vovin and to PAN by Benedict.
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           Table 2 

PA cognates only 

PAN cognates only 

PA, PAN cognates 

missing altogether

Comparison of the basic lexicon 

              48 

8 

              37 

              10

46.6% 

 7.8% 

35.9% 

 9.7%

        total 103 100% 

   In this section, based on the data in Appendix A, we would like to evaluate 

the correspondences of PJ with PA and with PAN, whether Japanese is Altaic or 

Austronesian, whether Japanese chose one as integrated and the other as bor-

rowed, or whether Japanese is one of the cases having in its past a break in nor-

mal genetic transmission, by the Neighbor Joining method and the recently intro-

duced statistical technique, the bootstrap. We hope that this analysis will give 

some conclusive evidence for what seems likely to remain in one way or another 

a controversial affiliation. 

   Glottochronology, developed by Swadesh in the 1950's, is the method to esti-

mate the time depth separating two genetically related languages by the degree 

to which they share commonly inherited words. One of the problems with glotto-

chronology is that the method assumes a uniform rate of change for all lan-

guages. Languages can be expected to evolve at different rates depending on 
such parameters as density of communication and amount of contact with other 

languages. 

   The pair-wise comparisons used by Swadesh are being replaced by computa-

tional methods advanced in molecular genetics, using phylogenetic trees for 

grouping sets of languages. The trees are additive in the sense that the evolu-
tionary distance between any pair of languages is directly represented by the 

path length between them, in a way that is consistent with the distances of all 
other languages in the set. These methods have the advantages that they inte-

grate the pair-wise data to arrive at an overall phylogenetic hypothesis, and that 
they allow members of the same set to have different rates of evolution. One 

such method that is gaining wide currency in biological systematics is the Neigh-

bor Joining method (Saitou & Nei 1987), which we will apply to the basic lexicon 

for PJ, PA and PAN. 

   Table 3 shows a matrix which specifies the distance between every pair of 

PJ, PA and PAN. This distance matrix is calculated by subtracting each percent-

age of similarity from 1.""'
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Table 3 Distance matrix for PJ, PA and PAN

PA 

PAN

Pi 

0.17 

0.56

PA

0.63

 This input matrix is analyzed into an unrooted binary tree with the Neighbor 

Joining method. Then the location of the root of this tree is determined. A com-

mon procedure for doing this is to take the midpoint of the longest path. The re-

sultant tree is shown in Figure 1. The numbers along the branches indicate the 

distances between the nearest nodes, and the number in parentheses indicates 

the bootstrap estimate (see below). 

   If we can sort out the effects of the two fundamental reasons for similarity: 

inheritance and borrowing, we can model exchanges between branches and 

evaluate them. In biological evolution, new populations are assumed to have 

emerged by gene migration, i.e., admixture between two neighbors, and subse-

quently evolved independently. To detect potential admixtures, the bootstrap is 
applied to the tree because mixed populations often tend to be attached to dif-

ferent clusters in different bootstrap trees. The instability of attachment of a 

population to its cluster under bootstrapping is especially noticeable for popula-

0.12

0.19

0.05
Pi

PA

0.32

(100)
PAN

Fig. 1 Rooted tree of PJ, PA and PAN
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tions in which admixture is substantial. The tendency of a population to leave its 

cluster and join another in different bootstrap trees gives some clues on the clus-

ters contributing to the admixture (Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi & Piazza 1994, 

Chap. 1). 

   We applied this method to the subgrouping of the 8 Germanic languages, 

where there is a consensus on most aspects of their history, to present a valid 

test. We found that there is a clear correlation between the number of the bor-

rowings and the instability of the structure (Ogura & Wang 1998a). 

   We apply the bootstrap to the data for PJ, PA and PAN in Appendix A to 

test the reproducibility of the splits in the tree shown in Figure 1 and to detect 

borrowings. Bowcock et al. (1991) and Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) state that a 

branch to a population resulting from admixture tends to be shorter than other 

branches. But we find that the branch length of English which results from ad-

mixtures is long in Germanic tree (Ogura & Wang 1998a) and admixtures occur 

in the dialects with long branches in Chinese lexicon data (Ogura 1996). Thus, 

though the branch length between PAN and PJ in Figure 1 is long, there is a 

possibility of admixture between them. The basic idea of the bootstrap involves 
resampling points from one's own data, with replacement, to create a series of 

bootstrap samples of the same size as the original data. The bootstrap procedure 

is most useful when we either do not know the distribution of the data points, or 

when some method of statistical estimation is so complicated that its standard 

error is difficult to compute (Efron 1979, Efron & Gong 1983). 

   In biological evolution, genes are randomly sampled with replacement, gen-

erating a new matrix of genes x populations with the same number of genes as 

the original, but in which some genes are missing and others are repeated. In lin-

guistic evolution, words correspond to genes and languages to populations in bio-
logical evolution. 

   We have generated by the program in PHYLIP 100 bootstrap samples, in 

each of which 103 basic words (see note vii) are randomly sampled with replace-

ment, generating a new matrix of 103 words x 3 protolanguages with the same 

number of words as the original, but in which some words are missing and others 

are repeated. For each of the 100 bootstrap samples, dissimilarity numbers which 

reflect distance are calculated between all pairs for the 3 protolanguages and 

from each matrix a bootstrap tree is constructed by the Neighbor Joining 

method. 

   We find that all the 100 bootstrap trees separate PAN from the cluster of PJ 

and PA. Felsenstein (1985) suggests that if a group shows up 95% of the time or 

more of the bootstrap trees, the evidence for it is taken to be significant. From 

the results, we may assume that Japanese is genetically affiliated to Altaic. We 
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do not find any bootstrap tree which separates PA from 

PAN. If Japanese emerged by admixture between Altaic 

would be attached to PAN in different bootstrap trees.

the cluster of PJ and 

and Austronesian, PJ

4. Comments on competing hypotheses 

   Murayama (1979) proposes that Japanese is a mixed language of Altaic and 

Austronesian, because Japanese not only has a large number of loan words from 

Austronesian but also its morphology involves stems deriving from Austronesian 

and the inflectional endings from Altaic. In Murayama's view, forms such as 

watari (<wata-ri)'to ford-adverbial', watara (<wata-ra)'fordirrealis', wataru (wata-

ru<*wata-rjum<*wata-ri-wu-m<*wata-ri-bu-m)'to ford-conclusive' are mixed mor-

phology. He believes that the Austronesian contribution is not a simple case of 
lexical borrowing or of an inert substratum; rather, the Austronesian elements 

had a far more active participation. 

   As we have shown in the bootstraps, there is not a statistically significant 

number of the basic lexicon from Austronesian. Furthermore, Thomason & Kauf-

man (1988, Chap.3) state, typically, though not always, the borrowed words are 

treated as stems in the borrowing language, that is, the borrowing language 

speakers take the usual affixes for the appropriate stem-class. In fact, grammati-

cal morphemes are much more resistant to borrowing than lexical ones. So we 

find numerous Japanese words composed of the stems deriving from Chinese and 

the inflectional endings from native Japanese alongside with words where both 

stems and the inflectional endings are native Japanese. Table 4 gives some exam-

ples with the suffix "suru". 

                         Table 4 Hybrid words in Japanese

Chinese-Japanese Japanese-Japanese

kansatsusuru `to observe' 

sampo-suru `to stroll' 

inshoku-suru `to eat and drink' 

kyukei-suru `to take a rest'

torihiki-suru `to transact' 

toode-suru `to go on an excursion' 

hirune-suru `to take a nap' 

deiri-suru `to go in and out'

   Similarly, numerous English words composed of 

French and the affixes from native English alongside 

stems and the affixes are native English. Table 5 gives 

taken from Marchand (1960).

the stems deriving from 

with words where both 

some examples of these,
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Table 5 Hybrid words in English

Suffix French-English English-English

-ful 

-dom 

-ing 

-ed 

Ay

joyful 

dukedom 

browsing 

joined 

stately

careful 

kingdom 

bathing 

feathered 

friendly

   We expect such examples of hybrid words are easy to find in all languages, 

since language contact is a ubiquitous phenomenon. If hybrid words are a suffi-

cient condition for defining mixed languages, then most, if not all, languages of 

the world must be defined as mixed languages. Clearly, this would not be a 

proper use of the term. 
   In these cases hybridization was actuated externally by extensive borrowing, 

but is now being implemented internally. A speaker may not be conscious of all 

the historical distinctions in his vocabulary, and Wang & Lien (1993) refer to the 

process as bidirectional diffusion. Thus what Murayama believes characterizes 
the formation of Japanese as a mixed language is a common situation in lexical 

borrowing actuated externally and implemented internally. 

   Kawamoto (1978) also believes that Japanese is an Austronesian-Altaic 

mixed language, but he thinks that the Altaic traits form a substratum . His rea-
soning is based on his observation that, while a strong language forming a super-

stratum tends to impose its vocabulary on a weaker, subjugated language; in the 

case of Japanese there are not as many Altaic words as expected from a theory 

incorporating an Altaic superstratum. But his reasoning is not supported by the 

data in Appendix A and the bootstraps. 

   Thomason & Kaufman (1988, Chap.3) divide contact-induced change into 

two categories, depending on whether the speakers of a given language A, ex-

posed to contact with B, selectively incorporate foreign features from B or aban-
don A altogether for an imperfect, A-colored variety of B. In the former case the 

effect is light to moderate borrowing of non-basic vocabulary from B into A; un-

der conditions of intense contact, with many speakers of A bilingual in B, there 

may be pervasive lexical borrowing and considerable structural borrowing as well, 

especially of phonology and syntax. 

   In cases of shift (a notion roughly equivalent to the traditional substratum 

influence), however, the most basic effects are structural rather than lexical; 

Small numbers of A speakers who adopt B, after learning it well, are not likely to 

make any permanent imprint on their new language; but a large shifting popula-
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tion with imperfect control of B will typically retain and transmit phonological 

and syntactic features of A even after the transition to B is complete. Often B 

adopts few words from A. If speakers' goal is to give up their native language and 

speak some other language instead, vocabulary is the first part of B they will 

need, so it is the first part they will learn. They will probably keep their own 

native-language words only for things B has no words for: foods and other cul-

tural items, and, if B speakers are invaders from elsewhere, names for local ani-

mals, plants, and so forth (Thomason & Kaufman 1988, Chap.3). 

   Actual instances are not hard to find. Thomason & Kaufman cite the exam-

ple of Vedic Sanskrit, which almost certainly owes its retroflex consonants to 
Dravidian influence, despite the rarity of Dravidian loanwords in early Indic. 

   English developed from the fusion of several Germanic languages of the in-

vaders. From the middle of the 5th century, the Jutes, Angles, Saxons and Fri-

sians who left their north German homelands invaded England. Many Celts who 

lived in England were pushed to the west and north by the invading Anglo-

Saxons. Groups of Celts remained scattered throughout England. Those Celts 

who remained would have been gradually absorbed through intermarriage into 

the Anglo-Saxons. And the Celtic language became displaced by the languages of 

the invaders. The Anglo-Saxons adopted few words except the river-names and 

place-names. 
   But it seems that English in the north and west retained some phonetic fea-

ture such as fronting surviving from a Celtic substratum: the fronting of ME o to 

/0: /, the retention of OE a in Middle English (ME) times, Modern English 

(ModE) reflex /ai/ of ME i in the north and west in contrast to /ai/ in central 
England, ModE reflex /A / of ME o in the southern England around the Welsh 

border and in Scotland in contrast to /u/ in central England (Ogura 1990, Chaps. 

2 & 5). 

   We may consider the influence of Austronesian within Thomason & Kauf-

man's framework. The borrowing under conditions of intense contact is refuted 

by the data in Appendix A and the bootstraps. The hypothesis of an Austrone-

sian substratum is also implausible, because the influence of Austronesian is 

mainly lexical rather than structural. If we assume contact-induced change by 

Austronesian, it is moderate borrowing of non-basic vocabulary from Austrone-

sian. It is usually considered that many body part terms came from Austronesian. 

But this view is no longer tenable, given Vovin's list in Appendix A. Most of the 

basic body part terms are cognates in PJ, PA and PAN. 

   Omoto (1995a, 1995b) and Omoto & Saitou (1997) examine, from a perspec-

tive of molecular anthropology, the validity of Hanihara's "dual structure model" 

for the origins of the Japanese. The dual structure model hypothesizes that the 
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Japanese is genetically affiliated to the South-east Asians who migrated in the 

late Paleolithic period, and there have been an admixture with the North-east 

Asians who migrated in the Yayoi period. 

   Omoto constructs the tree of Hondo-Japanese, Korean, Ainu and Ryukyuan 

by the Neighbor Joining method, based on the 25 polymorphic loci. The first split 

separates the cluster of Hondo Japanese and Korean and the cluster of Ainu and 

Ryukyuan, and this first split shows up in 85% of the bootstraps. Omoto further 

constructs the tree of the 25 world's populations by the Neighbor Joining 

Method. It shows that a Japanese-Korean cluster forms a North-east Asian group 

together with Tibetan and Mongolian, to which the Ainu belongs with a relatively 

long distance separating it from the rest. 

   South Chinese, Thai, Negritos, Indonesian, Filipino, Polynesian, Micronesian, 

Papuan and Australian form a South-east Asian group. The North-east Asian 

group and the South-east Asian group form a separate cluster in 22% of the 
bootstraps, which he assumes due to admixture between these groups. From 

these results, Omoto proposes that the Japanese is genetically affiliated to the 

North-east Asians, but there remains a possibility of admixture of the North-east 

Asians and the South-east Asians. 

   Our bootstrap results of the basic lexicon for PJ, PA and PAN show that 

Japanese is genetically affiliated to Altaic. This agrees with Omoto's first pro-

posal. We have also suggested a possibility of borrowing of non-basic vocabulary 
from Austronesian. If there is admixture between the North-east Asians and the 

South-east Asians, we may assume that borrowing took place by demic migration 

(i.e., migration of people) and not by cultural migration (i.e., migration of ideas) 

(Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman 1981). 
   Regarding the time of migration of Japanese to the Japanese islands, we as-

sume that Japanese may go as far back as the Jomon culture as Miller (1980) be-

lieves (see the discussion below). But Vovin (In press) places it in the Kofun pe-

riod. Following Unger (1990), who considers the implications of Egami's hors-

erider theory for linguistic history, and based on his own investigation of the ten 

agriculture terminology in which four terms have Altaic origin, and three Aus-

troasiatic origin, Vovin assumes that the Yayoi people were Austroasiatic people 

who brought rice agriculture to Japan, and Austroasiatic formed a substratum for 

Japanese. A substratum influence is structural rather than lexical. But we do not 

find any structural imprint of Austroasiatic. 

   As to the chronology of the circum-Pacific linguistic colonization, the first 

stratum is the south-east-interior stratum of Australasia, also echoed in South 

America. The second is the north-west-coast stratum of Australasia, well repre-

sented throughout the New World. At the edge of this second stratum, the
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clearly coastal pattern stands out as a third layer. The fourth stratum marks the 

beginning of north Eurasian linguistic influence on the New World (Nichols 

1994). The corresponding times of separation suggested by paleoanthropology 

are 50,000 years BP for the separation between Asians and Australians, when the 

humans began their expansion out of the Old World to colonize the Pacific, and 

15-35,000 years BP when the New World began to be settled by the multiple 

colonization (Cavalli-Sforza 1994). 

   The divergence of PA and PAN occurs in the third stratum, and we may as-

sume that the time of separation is later than 50,000 years BP and earlier than 

15-35,000 years BP. By the Neighbor Joining method, all the languages are cali-

brated against each other on the tree. So once we can determine that the abso-

lute date of split between PA and PAN is later than 50,000 years BP and earlier 

than 15-35,000 years BP, and the reproducibility of the splits are statistically sig-

nificant, we can infer from the tree shown in Figure 1 that the split between PA 

and PJ is later than 7800 years BP and earlier than 2,400-5,500 years BP. This 

agrees with the Jomon period. 

   Vovin's investigation of the rice agriculture terms shows that four out of ten 

terms have Altaic origin. Moreover, the earliest evidence for the cultivation of 

grains of rice dates to about 900 B.C., and the first definite evidence for charred 

grains of rice dates to c.600-300 B.C. (Shaw 1994). Some scholars report the 

plant opal of rice which dates to about 2,500 B.C. (Toyama 1996). Thus we may 
rather assume that the Jomon people were Altaic people who brought rice agri-

culture to Japan. According to Omoto (1995b) and Omoto & Saitou (1997), there 

are similarities of stone-tool cultures and ecology between the Jomon Period and 

North-east Asia. 

   We now briefly turn to Ainu, a language that has long been considered a lan-

guage isolate in linguistic texts. Recently, however, many studies have been 
made to determine older stages of the language as well as its relative affiliation 

with Japanese and Korean. Chiri (1952) was an early report which posits the ex-

istence of vowel harmony in Old Ainu. Patrie (1982) expresses some reservation 

with respect to Chiri's study, but instead studies the genetic position of Ainu 

within a much broader framework. 

   Patries hypothesis is that Korean and Ainu form a unit which split off earlier 

from Japanese. He defends his position as follows (1982, p. 121):i(

   That Korean and Ainu are more closely related is supported by the fact 

that these two languages share a greater number of cognates than Ainu does 

with Japanese. Further, Ainu and Korean have some recurring sound corre-

spondences that are not shared with Japanese. In addition, there is also a
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   close identity in the numeral systems of Ainu and Korean. 

   Such a grouping based on linguistic criteria does not agree with that of the 

geneticist. Omoto and Saitou (1997, p. 440) present several phylogenetic trees 
based on gene frequency data, using the Neighbor Joining method of analysis. In 

these trees, Korean is more closely related to Hondo Japanese than it is to 

Ainu." The two groupings may be represented as follows: 

       Linguistic grouping: [Ainu, Korean], Japanese 

       Genetic grouping: Ainu, [Hondo Japanese, Korean] 

   Discrepancies in results between disciplines are always interesting, and ulti-

mately revealing. While languages and genes often go together in the default 

case, we know of numerous cases where a people give up their original language 

for another. A particularly clear case in recent years is that of the Manchus, 

whose dynasty in China lasted almost 300 years [1644-1911]. Their original lan-

guage is also a member of the Altaic family. However, while the Manchus have 

preserved their ethnic identity, and presumably their genetic identity to some ex-
tent, there is hardly any left who still speak the Manchu language. Multi-

disciplinary research is valuable precisely because they can reveal such discrep-

ancies, which can lead us to a deeper understanding when cultural migrations 

and demic migrations do not completely coincide. 

5. Conclusion 

   We evaluated the correspondences of PJ with PA and PAN in Vovin's list of 

basic words by the Neighbor Joining method and the bootstrap. We found that all 

the 100 bootstrap trees separate PAN from the cluster of PJ and PA. This indi-

cates that Japanese is genetically affiliated to Altaic. This result is consistent with 

earlier work by linguists. This includes the discussion of vowel harmony in Old 

Japanese (Hattori 1978), sound correspondence in both segmentals and su-

persegmentals (Whitman 1990 and Vovin 1997), as well as in morphology (Miller 
1981). Thus the hypothesis for Altaic origins of the Japanese language is sup-

ported by a diversity of cumulative evidence, including the quantitative study re-

ported in the present paper. 
   We assumed the borrowing of non-basic vocabulary from Austronesian. We 

refuted the proposal of the mixed Altaic-Austronesian origin and an Austronesian 

substratum. We have also suggested that the divergence of PA and PJ occurred 

in the Jomon Period. These results are consistent with genetic and archeological 

evidence for the origins of the Japanese peoples. 
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   Further examination of the correspondences of Japanese with Altaic and 

with Austronesian by experts in the fields is necessary. Then the correspon-

dences with Altaic and with Austronesian need to be evaluated and placed in re-

lation to each other in a conclusive way. Furthermore, these results should be 

verified against diverse forms of evidence: genetic, archeological, historical, cul-

tural, etc. Note however, that the results from different disciplines need not al-

ways agree, since as yet we do not know which of the prehistoric migrations 

were more demic and which were more cultural. Nonetheless, a question as com-

plex as the origins of the languages and peoples of Japan can only be answered 

adequately from a multi-disciplinary perspective.
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Appendix A 100-word Swadesh-list for Proto-Japanese with all possible Altaic etymologies and 
Austronesian etymologies from Benedict's book(Taken from Vovin 1994a)

gloss 
all 
ashes 
bark(n.) 
belly 
big 
bird 
bite 
black 
blood 
bone 
breast 
burn 
cloud 
cold 
come 
die 

dog 
drink 
dry 
ear 
eat 
eye 
feather 
fire 
fish 
fly 

foot 
full 
give 
gol 
go2 
good 
grease 
greenl 
green2 
hair 
hand 
headl 

head2 
hear 
heart 
horn 
I 
kill 
kneel 
kneel 
know 
land 
leaf 
lie

PJ 
*muCi-na 
*papi 
*kapa 
*para 
*o~o-
*tori 
*kam-
*kurwO 
*ti 
*pone 
*ti/*titi 
*dak-
*kumu [C] a 
*samu-
*ko-
*sin-

*inu 
*nom-
*kaw(V)ra -k-
*mimi 
*kup-
*ma-n 
*panR 
*pO-Ci 
*(d)iwo 
*tonp -

*panki 
*mit -
*ata[-]pa -Ci 
*kaywop -
*dik-
*do_-*a(n)pura 
*awb 
*mintori 
*ka-Ci 
*ta -Ci 
*tumu-

*kasira 
*kf [-] k -
*kokoro 
*tunwb 
*ban [u] 
*koros -
*pinsa 

PR *tubusin 
*sir-
*tuti 
*pa 
*na-

PA 
*mu [-] thV 

*k [h] apha 
*pal, V 
PMT *amba 
*thor, V"bird kind" *kamV -"gnaw" 
*k[h]Vr ,a 
PM *ti 
*pheniV 
*chyViV 
*dak -
PK *kwulwum 
PMT *sar~u-
*gal ,-*siuun-"die out" 
"disappear" 
*r~inV 
* 1, um-"swallow" 
*k [h] awVr , V 

*kabi -"chew" 
*na-n 
*phifiV"down" 
*phor, *digV 
*tepV -"clap" 

*pal, ki *mil, tV 

*keedV 

*dyoogV 

*kiil , V 
* [i] tha"five" 

PMT *turUu "top of the head" 

*khil, V"ear" *kokhi -r2V"chest" 
PMT *tar~na 
*ban 

PM *koro [-] Ga-

*top [h] V 
*seer

2-
*thoor

2 V 

*naa -

PAN(Benedict) 

Kanakanabu kaba 
PR *ba [r, y] ark 

PTA *taru"bird kind" 
*kamkam"hold [in/mouth] " 

*dz2uyuq"fluid" *bani 
*tsitsi 

*ts i2sapuq 

Kadai *sin"end" 

*(?u)-?ats2u 
* [q, ? ] inum 

*birbir"edge" 
* kupkup"seize"/"hold" 
*maCa 
*ka(m)pak"wing" 
*xiapuy 
PI* [q, ? ] iwak 
Kadai *top"clap wings", "fly up" 
*pagi"stalk" 

*[h]idz ,aw 

*bukas 

PI *tar~an 

*ts12suqu *aku 

*paGpaG"leaf" /"wing"
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gloss 
liver 

long 

louse 
man 

many 

meat 

moon

mountain

mouth 

nail 

name 
new 

night 

nose 

not 

one 

person
rain/sky
red 

root 

round 

sand 
say 

see 

seed 
short

sit 

sleep 
small 

smoke 

stand 

star 
stone 

sun 

swim 
tail 

that 

this 

tongue 

tooth 
tree 

two

warm 

water 
way 

we 

what 

white 
who 

woman

yellow 

you' 
you'

Pi 
*kimwo 
*nanka -
*slrami 
*bb 
*mana -Ci 
*sisi 
*tuku -
*dama

*kutu -Ci 
*tuma -Ci 
*na 
*ara -ta-
*duCa 
*pana 
*-an[a]-
*pito 
*plto 
*AMA-Ci 
*aka -
*moto 
*maru/*maro 
*suna 
*(d)i [-] p-
*mi-
*tana -Ci 
*m-insika-

*bi-
*ui-
*tipisa -
*kai [ -] npuri 
*tat -
*posi 
*(d)iso 
*pi 
*oyo-
*bo 
*ka -
*ko -
*sita 
*pa 
*kb- < *konor 
*puta 

*ata -taka-
*mi 
*miti 
*ban[u] 
*na [-] ni 
*sira -Cu 
*ta -
*-mina/*miCa 

* ku-Ci 
*si/*so -
*na

PA 
*khemu" intestines" 
*ruoo [1] nV 
*sir, V *beye 

PK *manV 
*sil2V 
PK *tol [h] 
*daba -"cross a 
mountain", "mountain pass" 

MK kwut"hole" 
*thubV 
*ner , e 

PMT *dolba 
*p [h]lnV"smell" 
*a [a] nV 
*pir, V 
PMT *puyte"child" 
PMT *abVka"sky" 
*aaka 
*UuuUte 
*mlr , V 

PT *te-
PMT *mE-
PK *cono"kernel" 
PT *hicika"thin" "narrow" 
*bui-
*i~lya 

*kei"wind" 
*c[u]r , [V] 
*phyool2V 
*tyool2o 
PK *pi-s"sun light" 
*oyV-

*k [h] as 

*p [h] al , V"molar" 
PMT *xinee"cherry tree" 
PK *pVca-k"pair" 

*oota-
*mlr , i *mlr ,l 
*ban 
*i~ya 
*sira 

PK *mino "daughter -in-law" 

*si 

PK *ne

PAN(Benedict)

*ruu[d,dz2]uy 

*ajan 

* yabi ? iH"evening" 

*pitroi~"one-eyed" 
*Ca?u? 

*(m)ba [t,C] ark"belly" *beLuy 
*qan [a ,a] y 

*pinDik

*tipits"thin" 

*bituqun 

*(m)puuku [r , y] "hind-part" 

*(N)Gipan 
*kaS2iw 
PTA *-pusa-"two" 
(dur. of time only) 

*bidzuq"juice" 

*aku 

*ts,23ilaR 
*ts123ayi

*kulijafl
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Notes 

i This paper is based on our presentations at the International Conference, Interdisciplinary Perspec-

tives on the Origins of the Japanese, September 25-28, 1996. We thank Professor Kelichi Omoto, the 

organizer of the Conference, for his gracious hospitality. 

ii City University of Hong Kong, and University of California at Berkeley. 

iii Tsurumi University, Yokohama, and University of California at Berkeley. 

iv For instance, bronze mirrors cast with the same mould are found in many kofuns. 

v We choose Cantonese for comparison here because this dialect of Chinese is most conservative in 

its phonological development, and thus can reveal better the similarity with these Japanese forms. 

vi These remarks are based on Greenberg's work on Indo-European, soon to be published by Stan-

ford Universisty Press. Greenberg does not propose a subgrouping for his Eurasiatic family, though it 

is evident that not all branches are intended to be coordinate with each other. 

vii Though Vovin states that he compiled the 100-word Swadesh-list for PJ, there are 103 glosses in 

the data given in Appendix A. Vovin gives two glosses for go, green, head, knee, you. Egg, neck and 

skin usually included in 100-word Swadesh-list are omitted in Vovin's list, but short usually not in-

cluded in Swadesh list is given in Vovin's glosses. 

viii If a cognate does not occur in one branch of Altaic or Austronesian, it is interpreted to be differ-

ent from the others. If a cognate does not occur in both Altaic and Austronesian, they are interpreted 

to be different from Japanese and from each other. 

ix Vovin (1993) ventures a hypothesis that Proto-Ainu may be related to Proto-Austroasiatic on the 

basis of some parallels in the basic vocabulary, the initial clusters and general syllable structure. He 

assumes that the lexical and grammatical parallels between Proto-Ainu and Altaic are probably due 

to the centuries of mutual contact, rather than common origin. 

x But Figures 1 and 2 in Omoto & Saitou (1997) show that Hondo Japanese is closer to Ainu than it 

is to Korean. 
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